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Welcome to AP CHEMISTRY ~ where everything you learned in first year Chemistry is explained!
Chemistry is the central science! It provides a great foundation for future study in other sciences and understanding
why things happen. AP Chemistry is equivalent to the first year of college level Chemistry course. Depending on your
score on the AP Exam given in May 2017, you may receive college credit for the course. A prerequisite for AP Chemistry
is to successfully complete first year Chemistry: Honors or regular level. AP Chemistry explains, in more depth, many
concepts presented in first year Chemistry. Therefore it is important to have a strong grasp of the fundamental
concepts of first year Chemistry before you take AP Chemistry. I am glad you have enrolled in the class.
1. Class Schedule: In addition to meeting daily, class meets three days (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) a week for
an extended period, meaning a period and a half. There will be two AP CHEMISTRY classes: One class starts at
7AM and runs through first period; second class begins half way through 4th period and all of 5th period. On
Tuesday and Thursday class will only meet first period or fifth period.
2. Lab Notebook: A lab notebook is needed for the course because some colleges may want to see evidence of
your completion of laboratory work. We will use a specific lab notebook to satisfy this requirement. This will
be bought by you in the first days of school when other ‘workbooks’ are purchased at school. It will cost less
than $20.
3. New AP Chemistry Text Book: This will be the third school year with the newly adopted new AP Chemistry
textbook. The new book has the (original and creative) title of CHEMISTRY, 9th edition, the author is Zumdahl
(a professor at University of Illinois), copyright 2014, ISBN 9781133611103.
4. Summer Preparation: Summer work will help you get through the packed curriculum and give us time to learn
the new topics and have time to do the many required labs. The first four chapters of the textbook offer a
great survey. Please review the topic on page 2. While no work is assigned, you may want to brush up on
some concepts before you start in August.
5. Summer Reading: “If you can’t read Science you can’t do Science”, this was from a colleague while I was in
graduate school. I strongly suggest you read for pleasure this summer. Here is a list of possible titles: Stuff: The
Materials the World is Made Of (Ivan Amato), just about anything by Phillip Ball – Stories of the Invisible: A
guided Tour of Molecules, The Ingredients: A guided Tour of the Elements, Bright Earth, Life’s Matrix: A
Biography of Water; Napoleon Button’s: How 17 Molecules Changed History by Penny LeCouteur and Jay
Burreson; By Royston Roberts Serendipity: Accidental Discoveries in Science; By Joe Scharcz Radar, Hula Hoops
and Playful Pigs: 62 Digestible Commentaries on the Fascinating Chemistry of Everyday Life, The Genie in the
Bottle, That’s the Way the Cookie Crumbles. It is not required to read the above books, just if you are looking
for some suggestions.
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AP Chemistry Summer Assignment 2016-2017
From retired AP Chemistry textbook- 4th Ed. General Chemistry; Hill, Petrucci, McCreary, Perry

The following topics should be a review from first year Chemistry. You should be confident
you have strong understanding of these fundamental topics. If you do not feel confident look at
some of the worked out problems and do some of the problems that have the answers in the
back on the textbook.
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Key Terms in 1.2

Law of Chemical Combinations

Scientific Measurements/Significant Figures

John Dalton and Atomic Theory

Dimensional Analysis (Unit Conversion)

Subatomic Particles/Isotopes

Precision vs. Accuracy

Organization of Periodic Table of Elements

For practice, if you want, do questions at the
end of the Chapter: #1-71. Do as many
necessary.

Molecules: Empirical formula vs. molecular
formula
Ions and Ionic Compounds
Acids, Bases, Salts
If you want, questions at the end of Chapter:
#21-66
Do as many necessary

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Molecular Masses/Formula Masses

4.1: dissolution of solutions

Mole/Avogadro’s Number/Molar Mass

4.2: acid-base reactions

Mass Percent Compositions ← → Chemical
Formulas

4.4: look at reactions having to do with redox
(this may be new to you, we will cover in class)

Writing and Balancing Chemical Equations

4.6: understanding titrations, what they are, and
when occurs

Reaction Stoichiometry
Limiting Reactants
Yield of Chemical Reaction
Solutions and Solution Stoichiometry
If you want, end of chapter: select some from
#17-108.. Stoichiometry is very important
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